SPOTLIGHT | How a Father Shops for a Car in India
We all know that fatherhood changes everything but just
how does a father shop for a car in India? What are their key
motivations driving purchase and how different are they?
J.D. Power Asia Pacific provides some insights.

In the new car market,
more than 6 in 10 buyers
are male heads of the
household.
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Of all the male heads of the household looking to buy a car, more
than two-third of them have at least one child below the age of 12.
How do these fathers with young children buy a car?
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Vehicle type preferences among fathers
Of fathers with young children, just under half of them are buying a new car for the first time.
Among fathers who buy a car
for their first time, a fifth of
them are choosing to buy a
Compact Car.

Among fathers who are buying
an additional car, more than a
quarter of them are buying a SUV.

Fathers who are buying to
REPLACE their car would go
for Entry Midsize (18%).
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Nearly 8 in ten fathers know exactly what model they want to get.
79%

I knew the EXACT MODEL I wanted
I knew the MAKE I wanted,
but not which MODEL
I only knew the general type of
vehicle I wanted (sedan, van, SUV)
but not which make or model
I considered two or
more different makes
I was open to any vehicle I found
that fit my budget and
transportation needs
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How do fathers do their research on cars online?
Top three websites searched
during shopping process
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To all fathers
out there,
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